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A NEW LIFE ON

LEASES
Implementation of IFRS 16 Leases will have a dramatic
impact on Hong Kong’s extensive property, shipping and
aviation businesses, as well as increase balance-sheet
transparency for investors, as George W. Russell reports
Illustrations by Takeo Chikatsu
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or many Hong Kong
companies, corporate
balance sheets will look a
lot busier from 1 January 2019,
when IFRS 16 Leases goes into
effect. This is a global standard,
but Hong Kong, with its heavy
leasing culture in key sectors such
as property, shipping and aviation,
will be particularly affected.
The new standard reflects the
International Accounting Standards Board’s determination to
improve transparency over lease
accounting. “Companies have a lot
of leases outstanding – more than
US$3 trillion worldwide – and only
a limited amount of these leases
show up on balance sheets,” IASB
Chairman Hans Hoogervorst said
last month.

Current accounting standards
distinguish between finance leases
and operating leases. Finance leases
are viewed as an acquisition of a
long-term right to an asset and an
incurrence of debt. In contrast, operating leases are seen as off-balancesheet contracts, and their payments
are recognized as a lease expense
on the income statement and as an
operating cash outflow on the cash
flow statement.
The new standard removes that
distinction. “So-called operating leases are not shown on the
balance sheet and at the same
time they reflect a real liability,”
Hoogervorst noted.
Hong Kong is expected to see
some dramatic changes to financial
reporting under the new standard.

“One of the key changes from
IAS 17 to IFRS 16 is the requirement for lessees to report all lease
obligations (and the underlying
lease assets), subject to materiality, on the balance sheet,” explains
Christina Ng, Head of Financial
Reporting, Standard Setting, at the
Hong Kong Institute of CPAs (see
our Technical update The intricacies of implementing the new leases
standard, on page 48).

Wide impact

In preparation for IFRS 16, Hong
Kong accounting and finance
professionals in various sectors
have been busy preparing their
staff, investors and other stakeholders for the new standard’s
implementation. The sectors most
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likely to be affected are property,
in which investors might choose
to buy rather than lease; aviation,
in which bottom lines will look
dramatically different; and shipping, which might see an impact
on contracts.
“We have conducted professional briefings and updates
for key managers,” says Martin
Murray, Chief Financial Officer
of Cathay Pacific Airways and
an Institute member. “We have
also performed an assessment
of the accounting and reporting
impact,” he adds. “We will prepare
materials for our investors and
other stakeholders and ensure that
our disclosure in our financial
statements highlight the concerns
about the impact on the accounting
treatment of the new standard.”
Indeed, the standard has not
been met with universal acclaim in
the aviation sector, attracting some
criticism.
A particular issue with the new
standard, Murray says, is that it
“does not reflect the commercial
reality of how companies manage
residual value risk,” defined as the
risk that the asset is worth less at
the end of the lease term than it was
when it was originally assumed.
Under IAS 17, operating leases
remove residual value risk from the
lessee, allowing the asset’s operator
to focus on its core business instead
of managing asset values.
Meanwhile, in the shipping
sector, some companies that currently lease vessels under operating leases as lessees will have
to recognize their interest in the
vessel as an asset in their balance
sheet and record a liability for the
asset element of future charter
payments. The effects of IFRS 16
on individual entities will be “more
nuanced,” according to Jim Tang,
Audit Partner at KPMG China and
an Institute member.
Accounting treatment will
depend on whether the contract
covering the vessels should be classified as a service contract or a lease.

“It mainly depends on whether a
company is seen as having the right
to control the use of an identified
vessel,” says Tang, “so depending on
the circumstances there may or may
not be a lease.”

Real changes

Observers say IFRS 16 has the
potential to reshape Hong Kong’s
entire real estate sector. “With the
new lease accounting regulations...
the criteria for deciding whether
to lease or buy will fundamentally
change, and [companies] will have
to adjust their... real estate strategies accordingly,” according to the
authors of a recent report, titled
Uncharted Territory: Mapping out
the Future for Hong Kong Landlords, by real estate giant JLL.

“Accounting
treatment will
depend on whether
the contract
covering the vessels
should be classified
as a service contract
or a lease.”
Tang at KPMG notes that some
companies might first seek to
enter into leases that qualify for
short-term leases or low-value
leases, which are exempt from the
on-balance treatment in IFRS 16.
“I don’t expect those will be very
common for property leases in Hong
Kong, however,” he concedes. “It is
unusual to have such leases of less
than 12 months, due to the need to
give notice and there is usually a
restriction on giving short notice in
the first 12 months anyway.”
He adds that splits between
fixed and turnover-based rent might
emerge in new leases. “With fixed
rent, you have to put that on your
balance sheet as part of the unavoidable lease payments, but you don’t
recognize the turnover rent portion

until it becomes incurred,” he says.
“If tenants are concerned about the
impact on their balance sheets, they
might try to negotiate more flexible
terms with landlords.”
IFRS 16 could also drive change
in the banking sector, potentially
impacting Hong Kong’s status as
an international financial centre.
“Hong Kong bankers will no longer
be able to sell off-balance-sheet
financing structures using sale
and leaseback,” says Yin Toa Lee,
Capital Markets Partner at EY Hong
Kong and an Institute member.
“Hong Kong-based companies
should seriously reconsider their offshoring strategies and shift offices
to lower-cost locations for non-core
business units.”

Between the lines

One important goal of the new
standard is to make the effects of
leases more visible to investors:
assessing the health of a company
was difficult when so many operating leases were accounted for off
balance sheet.
“During the global financial
crisis, quite a lot of retail companies
went bankrupt [with] few debts on
their balance sheet but huge leasing
liabilities that were not visible,”
Hoogervorst of IASB noted.
Under the new rules, analysts
will, for the first time, be able to see
a company’s own assessment of its
lease liabilities. However, it remains
to be seen whether IFRS 16 will
make financial reports any easier to
understand for investors.
Under the new standard, many
companies might appear more
asset-rich but also more heavily
leveraged. “This results in higher
gearing and lower interest coverage and asset turnover ratios,” says
Lee at EY. “Given that total lease
expense would be more frontloaded, earlier figures for earnings
per share, return on equity and
return on assets would be lower,
and that could disappoint less
patient investors.”
Nevertheless, the new rules
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make it harder to mislead investors by stashing key data in the
notes. “Without IFRS 16, more
cash-constrained companies could
more conveniently understate their
effective lease obligations within
the financial statement footnotes,”
Lee says, while Hoogervorst noted
that many investors have long made
their own adjustments to estimate
real liabilities, such as the historical
rule of thumb of multiplying annual
operating lease liabilities by seven
or eight.
“While more sophisticated investors and bankers could estimate the
effects of such off-balance-sheet
lease obligations, less sophisticated
retail investors could be put into
a more disadvantaged position in
making comparisons among listed
companies,” Lee acknowledges.

Making preparations

For companies, the introduction of the new standard will
have repercussions well beyond
accounting departments. “Information technology systems should
integrate the new rules with new
settings, new solutions and new

deployments,” says Laurence
Rivat, Audit Partner at Deloitte in
Paris and a member of the IFRS
Interpretations Committee.
“For some entities, the main
challenge will be to collect the
necessary information,” Rivat
adds. “[CPAs] must define, for
example, contracts that contain or
do not contain a tenancy within its
normal meaning. Human resources
[departments] should consider more
training for people involved in the
negotiation of contracts.”
In Hong Kong, Lee at EY notes
that implementation is less than
three years away. “Early negotiations with landlords are required,
with the involvement of not only
finance and accounting departments
but also real estate, procurement and
operations personnel,” he says.
He urges companies to confirm
which of their contracts are actually
accounting lease contracts, identify
a preferred choice among the
transitional contract options, verify
the completeness of lease database,
and implement any other necessary
changes to business practices.
Many believe that the effect of

the new standard is largely transitional and will not take away the
valuable benefits of leasing or the
way businesses are conducted. In his
recent article, Little to fear in new
world of lease accounting, IASB
member Gary Kabureck writes:
“All major credit rating agencies,
for decades, have routinely adjusted
entity financial statements to capitalize operating leases. Assuming a
company has forthrightly prepared
today’s required lease disclosures,
then its credit rating will most likely
be unaffected by the accounting
change. The IASB has learned the
same is true for lending and other
credit arrangements provided by
banks and other financial intermediaries when evaluating a company’s
credit capacity – operating leases
are fully considered.”
Indeed, the increased visibility
of lease contracts required by the
new standard has clear benefits,
Lee notes. “If leased assets are more
transparent in the financial statements, companies could gain a competitive advantage if they can
properly manage the returns
on those leased assets.”
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